
For more information including PSD templates and examples, visit: help.chartboost.com/documentation/creatives

Test different variables (i.e. button color, call-to-action) on a single set of 
creatives and optimize to the highest performing creative.

A/B Testing

Attract new users by rotating new set of creatives every couple
weeks to improve click through rate.

Creatives Refresh

Customize creatives for users in different countries and apply them to 
geo-targeted campaigns.

Localization

Artwork that promotes your game1

Call to Action2

Headline or other ad copy as needed3

Badge showing where app is available (required for iOS)4
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Best Practices

Creatives are uploaded for each app from the App > Edit > Creatives page.  For each campaign, you can select the creatives to run 
and specify how often they are shown relative to each other. After starting a campaign, you can access reports to measure the 
performance (impressions, clicks, installs, money spent) for each creative from Campaign > Analytics page.

Implementation

Accepted file format: PNG, JPG, static GIF      Max file size: 1MB

3:2 1560px x 750px 900px x 1400px
iOS: iPhone 4, iPhone 4 Retina
Android: Google Nexus 7, Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1, Note N7000 & 10.1
Amazon: Kindle Fire HD 7" & 8.9''

4:3 1500px x 1120px 1120px x 1500px
iOS: iPad, iPad Retina, iPad Mini, iPod Touch, iPad Touch Retina
Android: LG Optimus Vu and other lower traffic Android devices

16:9 1600px x 900px 900px x 1600px
iOS: iPhone 5
Android: HTC One, Samsung Galaxy S2, S3, S4, Note 2, Tab 2 7.0
Amazon: Kindle Fire (1st & 2nd Gen)

Ratio Landscape (WxH) Portrait (WxH) Common Supported Devices

By providing these 6 creative sizes (3 landscape + 3 portrait), you can deliver full-screen interstitials to any iOS, Android
or Amazon device, engaging users effectively.

Specifications

Creatives are static images used to promote games in Chartboost.

Creatives Guideline


